
Once Upon A Time

1. Verb - Present Tense

2. Proper Noun

3. Adjective

4. Verb - Past Tense

5. Adjective

6. Adjective

7. Sexual Innudeno

8. Sexual Innudeno

9. Verb - Present Tense

10. Adjective

11. Adjective

12. Noun

13. Verb - Past Tense

14. Same Verb As Last One
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Once Upon A Time

Once upon a time, V was Verb - Present Tense through Proper Noun when he came upon the Mad

Hatter at a party. V then decided that the Hatter was horrible for being so Adjective and giving so little to

those who needed it. He Verb - Past Tense and killed the Hatter. Off in the distance, Harry Powell heard the

battle cry of war and set off with his Adjective knife to try to see if he could join the killing. Upon

finding V, he saw that he wore a mask--and masks were sins because they hid the truth! The two got into a large

fight and in the midst of it all, a set of goblins were strolling by. They heard the commotion and took their

opportunity to win a fight. They stopped the battle and told the men that if they had some of their fruit, they

would be taken to a magical land. V and Harry both stopped and were enchanted by the wonderful things they

had. The Goblins said their master sat at a beautiful table with a feast sitting in front of him, but he couldn't see

the Adjective before him--FOR HE DIDN'T HAVE EYES. In the end, Harry got a biscuit that said "

sexual innudeno " and V got wine that said sexual innudeno . Upon Verb - Present Tense these

items, the Goblins... Did goblin things. Upon waking up, both men found themselves in the presences of a

Adjective Faun who didn't speak a lick of English and very Adjective body parts. The faun told

them both one important lesson: Never take random Noun from strangers. And then everyone

Verb - Past Tense . Because this is a fairytale and more people need to Same Verb as last one . THE END.
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